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Problem & Solution
Define market opportunities, customer problems, and solutions
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Unlike existing online general malls and open market platforms, Fun Lab's ‘Voguma' is an open market 
service that maximizes the fun of posting video reviews by buyers.“ ”
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An open marketplace platform that rewa
rds reviewers when sales are generated 
through video reviews posted by users (
buyers).

Review content-bas
ed open marketplace
(AS- IS)

Register a video review

Purchase a product

Follow
리뷰보상
정책 등록

Support for 
video review 
visibility

Users (Buyers)-
Create video reviews

User (Buyer)-
Watching video reviews

Sellers 
(Merchants)

A comprehensive open marketplace platf
orm with the most entertaining video revi
ews on the market and a fun shopping ex
perience for customers.

The most fun open 
market (TO- BE)

Reviewer Co-Marketing
Matching platforms

(TO-BE)
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Screensaver Retargeting Cont
ent/Advertising (TO-BE)

Review Content
BasedOpen Market

(AS-IS)

Location-based instant delivery
Commerceservices

(TO-BE)

Content Based Open Market, Voguma

Sales attribution 
rewards(V.Point)

Video review 
exposure



Due to the nature of online shopping, where goods and services are purchased without checking them out in pers
on, it's nothing new that reviews from other buyers/users are important for buyers to purchase products online.

0
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"When I buy something, I look at the re
views, and sometimes they're not ver
y informative. but I search as much as 

I can before making a purchase."

*Excerpts from our own customer interviews

"When I buy things like appliances or elec
tronics, I turn to Instagram and YouTube 

for sound and sensory information."

"I've found trendy items in shorts 
or lululemon and bought them. "

Male customer
(30s, single, mostly shop
ping on Coupang/Naver)

Female customer

(20s, single, social media 
marketplace)

Female customer

5

(30s, married, 1 child,
Gmarket/Curly)

“ ”

01 The growing importance of reviews in online shopping



Leading commerce platforms such as NaverShopping, Coupang, and 11street have already recognized the
importance of customer reviews and are making efforts to turn review content into a differentiating competitive 

advantage.

0
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Coupang offers a friendly user review guide

Encourage content-rich reviews with detailed prod
uct-specific questions and guides, not generic articl
e editors

Naver rewards user review

Naver Shopping, Purchased via Naver PayEncourage
shoppers to write reviews with push notifications
(50 won for basic, 150 won for image/video)

11 ways to boost your video review content

Dedicated video review menu (chugging) to focus 
on video review content exposure/creation

See PV spikes for products with video reviews
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01 There's been a recent movement toward enforcing customer reviews
(commerce businesses)



However, with the exception of a few operators, such as Coupangand NaverShopping, most general malls 
and open marketplaces still treat consumer reviews as a basic feature rather than a valuable asset,

and have not innovated from a customer perspective.

Regardless of the size of open market and commerce, most shopping malls' review UIs are similar in the form of assortment ratherthan showing innovation from the customer's perspective.

Most reviews are short, with very little information/content that can be referenced from the customer's perspective other than the overall review rating.
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01 Most operators' oversight of review content



While review content provides a differentiating competitive advantage for commerce operators, no one is really 
rewarding the customers who "produce" reviews (especially video reviews) and making them inherently fun.

0
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Platform Low or no financial rewards for quality reviews

Naver is the only one that offers cash rewards for reviews,
but it's usually 50-150 won per review.
Most commerce platforms encourage reviews, but without 
financial rewards

50 for a regular review, 15
0 for attaching an image o
r video

You can add a '1 month re
view' 1 month after purch
ase, but same reward

Reward 50 to 300 wons per r
eview

Seller One-time review rewards

Sometimes, there are events that reward buyers with 3,000 to
5,000 won for writing a review, but there is no way to know how
much your review contributed to the seller or how much additional
reward you received afterward.
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01 Lack of a review system operated from the perspective of the customer writing the review



Voguma's core target audience is Generation MZ, who enjoy self-expression on social media 
such as Instagram and TikTok, and are characterized as prosumers who actively consume 

and produce video review content.

0
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01 One content theme where reviews express 
themselves

02 Consume reviews while actively producing them
(To maximize self-gratification)

※‘내돈내산’ 해시태그량 (유튜브, 인스타그램, 틱톡) ※출처 : 오픈서베이 (2018)

03 Some comments from users of video
review apps
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01 Gen MZ users actively express themselves through reviews



A typical seller who joins an open marketplace is someone who already sells on a variety of open marketplace platforms. 
and are feeling the cost burden and fatigue of running various promotions to boost sales.

0
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Increased costs and fatigue due to excessive marketing 
(performance) activity

- Run various paid marketing programs to promote your own shoppi
ng mall and increase sales 

- Social media impression ads on Facebook, Instagram, Tiktok, etc. 
Search engine keyword ads on Naver, Google, etc.

Execute marketing for category top placement in open marketplaces, etc.

Not just the cost, but also the fatigue of the entire process of creating and ex
ecuting a marketing strategy.

"Advertising is advertising, but it's also about creating cre
ative, registering and running ads according to Google a
nd Facebook. Honestly, I've had a lot of training, but I still 

don't understand it."

*Excerpts from our own customer interviews

Lack of a content management system for 
merchant-specific sales enhancements

"Customer reviews" are effective for new sales, but you do
n't have a system for systematically writing, aggregating, an
d managing them
If your product details, reviews, etc. are locked to a specific 
platform, other sellers can use them indiscriminately withou
t exclusivity.
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01 Merchants focused on increasing revenue (merchants)

Open market sellers



You want to maximize the fun of posting video reviews by allowing them to be seen by a large audience, receive 
helpful feedback, and even be financially rewarded if they lead to a sale.

Examples of using customer feedback in reviews to plan and
improve products(Minced garlic, zipper bag complement)

User video reviews, 

respond properly! ｜Emotional

Maximize customer "engagement" with per
sonalized thank-you notes, feedback, and 
promises of product improvements in resp
onse to users' video reviews.

User video reviews,

Let's get the word out! ｜Social

Video reviews are visible on and off the platf
orm without any effort on the part of the revi
ewer (customer) or seller, allowing custome
rs' video reviews to be seen by as many peo
ple as possible.

User video reviews,

We reward you! ｜ Economic

Reward customers who write reviews with 
points if their video review results in an act
ual sale.

3-5% reward based on final payment (selle
r discretion)

Points can be redeemed like cash on the o
pen market instantly or by direct deposit af
ter tax withholding.

A kind of 'review pension' is possible for avid 
users-Based on an average monthly earnings of 
$1 per review,-100 reviews = 1 million won 
per month-200 reviews = 2 million won per month

11
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01 Reward video review content properly



In Voguma, shoppers can fully experience the emotional, social, and economic rewards of 
their video review content, allowing them to enjoy the joy of shopping and content creation, 

and ultimately experience the most enjoyable shopping life as a video review content creator 
from a simple shopping mall user.

0
1

Video after purchase
When you post a review,

Buyer You'll experience a w
ide range of reactio
ns to your content

It's fun to create content 
with different rewards.

You'll continue to create 
video reviews

Voguma's customer journey from simple buyer to video review content creator

Content creators

12
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01 Reward video review content properly



Provide a unified dashboard for monitoring and managing review content, including video reviews,
so that reviewers can see how much interaction and actual revenue their review content is generating 

and diagnose/analyze/improve traffic if desired.

0
1

1

3

13

View overall/individual traffic to review content and provide analytics/insights

Monitor the overall revenue generated by video reviews
View/manage content, including user reactions to individual 
review content and sharing on their own social networks

“ ”

01 Reviewer dashboard

2



If the product is good, it will naturally attract reviews, spread, and lead to actual sales.
It's a virtuous cycle that allows us to focus on our core business of sourcing good products for our customers 

without the need for promotion/promotion.

0
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Productivity alone can create a virtuous cycle of continuous growth

Video reviews are voluntarily left by buyers who have had a great 
experience with a productto other potential customers, leading to 
purchases, and other satisfied customers leaving video reviews, 
which in turn leads to more sales of the product.

Focus on being a seller, sourcing and improving products

Good products create buyers on their own, minimizing promotio
n/promotion efforts

Get specific feedback on products from real users so you can fo
cus on improving existing products and sourcing good ones

Purchase ▶Satisfaction ▶Reviews 
▶ Impressions ▶Purchase

Cycle virtuous circles
Exposure

Purchase

Video reviews

Product satisfaction

Good stuff

Procurement 
of goods

Channel 
operations promotion Sales

Focus on sourcing and improving 
what customers want
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Video review content
can boost organic sales

“ ”

01 Sellers focus on sourcing good products



Problem & Competition 
Analyze key service features and competition, define differentiating 

competitive advantage

02



Voguma features a video review system that allows sellers to offer 
rewards for product-specific video reviews, and when a customer's video review results in 

an actual sale, the seller is rewarded with points (usually 3-5% of the purchase price).

0
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One-time payout
(payout points vary 
by seller)

Continue to pay per purchase

Voguma's Video Review Reward Structure

Points for first-time product purchases (varies by seller, general purchase credit system) and points for text reviews (similar to NaverShopping review rewards) 

Earn points for creating a video review (varies by seller) or a percentage of the checkout (varies by seller, typically 3-5%) when a prospect 

who watches a video review purchases a product (perpetual, with no limits).

Unit price 30,000 won, V.Point1,500 won  
(based on 5%) ▶Reward 15,000 won        
for 10 sales (1P = 1 won)

Basedon100videoreviews,youcan
earnKRW15,000perreviewandgen
erate an income of KRW 1.5 million
permonth

16
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02 A video review system that makes money

Voguma'svideo review reward example



(PC) Pin to right side of screen

Display thumbnail, review              
highlights, views, and likes

Randomly update the list   
when multiple video review 
content is in the list

On product detail pages with video reviews, you can organize the product's introduction and the actual video 
review at the same time with a convenient UI that allows video reviews to directly contribute to the product     

purchase decision.

0
2

※참조 : 보구마상품페이지

Video review content playback space : SEE BOX

SEE BOX List

1

2
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02 Video review content space, SEE BOX

1

2

2

Randomly play different video reviews 
▶Go to the desired product

Prioritized display/playback for 

video reviews on product pages



0
2

By randomly playing entertaining video reviews like a jukebox, it gives users something to watch even if 
they don't plan to buy anything, keeping them on the site for a long time and giving them a "serendipity" experience.

1
2

※보구마 메인 화면 영상 리뷰 모음 부분

1

2

SEEBOX
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02 24/7 A non-stop box of random video reviews

Curate recent 
video reviews or 
ones that match 
your preferences Randomly play 

video reviews 
tailored to user 
preferences when 
on site or mobile
Maximize your 
shopping 
experience

1

Center of the main 
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To facilitate customized collaboration between reviewers and sellers, Review Market provides a one-stop 
shop for everything needed for collaboration (reviewer search, e-contract, third-party guarantee, etc.) 
so that reviewers and sellers can focus on working with each other.

Review Market｜ Reviewer Page

Focusing on video reviews naturally leads to consolidating and managing individ
ual offers from sellers that fit the reviewer's personality.

Review Market ｜ Seller Page

Filter the best revie
wers based on your 
own criteria, such as 
number of followers, 
number of 
views/likes, etc.

Offer review 
promotions with 

different conditions 
for individual review

ers and manage
19
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02 Review Markets



By making it easy to earn money just by consistently posting video reviews, 
we want to position ourselves as the most "cool side hustle" for Gen MZ. 

(Cool side hustle with high return on investment/effort)

0
2

Featured services ① Investment costs ② Commitment time ③ the rate of return ④ Marketing/CS ⑤ ETC

보구마 영상
리뷰보상 0 Won

30 Minutes or Less/ 
Create a video review

3-5% of sales(Varies by 
seller, no maximum)

Extra effort X 
(Help drive video 
review traffic on 
your platform)

Make writing reviews fun      
(Views, reputation, seller 

feedback, and more)

Direct commerce 
operations

more than 1 million won
(Depending on the 
size of your initial 

product acquisition)

4 to 12 hours per 
day on average
(It depends on the size)

5% to 20% of sales
(Depending on the item) Perform Marketing/CS 

Directly

Business registration 
(reporting of mail order 

business) required

Consignment sales 
operations

Around 1 million 
won (Shopping 
mall page 
development,web
hosting, domain, 
etc)

4 to 12 hours per 
day on 
average(depending 
on scale)

5-10% of 
sales(Depending on the 

item/competition)

Do your own 
marketingDo some 
CS

(However, some 
outsourcers also do 
CS for you)

Business Registration(Mail 
order business filing) 

Required

Affiliate
0 Won 1-3 hours / content 

creation
2-3% of sales

Direct marketing for 
content exposure

Must have channels up and 
running for marketing 
(homepage,social media, etc.)

20
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02 Competing for video review monetization

Voguma
Video review rewards



As long as the product is good enough for the seller, it enables organic growth, 
making marketing more ROI than any other marketing solution.

(Paid Marketing and Marketing Agency options can be combined for initial immediate results)

0
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Featured services ① Methods ② Marketing fixed costs ③ Marketing 
variable expenses

④ Expected ROAS ⑤ ETC

보구마 영
상 리뷰 보상

Determine your
reward policy for
reviewers → Reward
reviewers for
reviews and
purchases

0 Won
Between 3-5% of 

sales (percentage 
determined by seller)

2,000(Based on V.Point
5%,assuming no additional 

marketing)

Video reviews 
continue to 
accumulate as 
their own content

Paid Marketing
Direct operations

Execute advertising 
directly to advertising 
media such as 
Facebook, Google, etc

Cost of creative 
materials

50 to $1,000 per month 
(depending on the size of 

your ad spend)

300~1,000%
(대개 500% 내외 목표) Requires dedicated 

marketing staff

performance 
marketing 
agency

Run ads directly on 
Facebook, Google, and 
other advertising media

Create or 
support 
creative 
materials

500~2,000 KRW per 
month(Includes 15-
20% Markup)

300 to 1,000(usually aim for 
around 500%)

Issues with 
finding a trusted 
agency

Influencer marketing
Find influencers and run 
PPL on live commerce or 

content

Approximately 5 to 5.5 million 
(including planning and 

placement fees, depending 
on influencer level)

Paying for impressions after 
content creation Not measurable

Especially helpful for brand 
awareness

21
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02 Review Content-Based Open Market, Voguma

Voguma
Video review rewards



In particular, we're seeing growth from other providers, such asNAVERShopping, Coupang, and 11th Ave
nue, which are showing growth compared to other providers.

Increase indirect rewards for review 
contentindirect rewards for content

For 'CoupangExperience Corps', only e
xperience products are offered
(Voguma)Enabling the Review Mark
et feature to enable greater scope for 
collaboration between reviewers and 
sellers

0
2

Review rewards on NAVER Shopping
Differentiatingpolicies

Text Review Rewards
(50Won vs 200~500P)

(Voguma)Continuous rewards whe
n sales are generated through video r
eviews (150 won vs. reward per sale)

Focusing on video reviews with 11
th Avenue 'nukes’
(Voguma)Differentiate with reward
s for creating and contributing video 
reviews

22
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02 Differentiated competitive advantage from Naver Shopping, 
Coupang, and 11th Street's review system



0
2

Gain basic competencies

Team building specialized in online marketi
ng, media content creation

Acquiring sellers 

Validating key hypotheses about sellers (like consistently r
ewarding reviewers): 700 sellers, 15,000+ products

Get reviewers 

Get quality video review content with a micro-influencer 
focus 
Encourage buyers to create video reviews

Focus on marketplace growth

Focus on growth by validating the virtuous cycle of "video review crea
tion → exposure → new purchase conversion

23
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02

We have 700 sellers and more than 15,000 products (23 years old) based on a prototype that fleshed out the ser
vice concept,Wewill validate our core hypothesis that quality video reviews can generate traffic and eventually co
nvert into sales.



03

Token Ecosystem
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05

VogumaService recognizes video reviews created by customers as digital assets, We aim to realize the video review 
ecosystem (digital asset ecosystem), which means that the reasonable value and appropriate rights (ownership, etc.) 
of video reviews as digital assets are returned to customers, and through this, video review customers can start their 
journey as content creators while earning revenue.

Video after purchase
When you post a review,

Buyer You'll experience a wi
de range of reaction
s to your content

It's fun to create content 
with different rewards.

You'll continue to create 
video reviews

Voguma, The customer journey from simple buyer to video review content creator

Content creators

25

Primary monetization secondary revenue 
generation

Sustainable revenue 
generation

”“
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First, BogumaService issues the cryptocurrency SFT (Shortform Token)and utilizes it as the basic asset of the 
video review ecosystem, We will issue video review content as a digital asset(NFT : Non-Fungible Token )and 
gradually build a short form NFT marketplaceto utilize the video review itself as a digital asset.

ㅇTotal Supply: 1 Billion
ㅇ Issuance method: Korea's only public permissionlessblockchain and token on EarthChain(ARC-20)
ㅇCryptocurrency name: SFT (ShortFormToken)
ㅇDistribution policies

⇒ Teams and team members: 8%
⇒ Partner: 7%
⇒ PR & Marketing : 20%
⇒ Development Costs: 15%
⇒ Rewards: 20%
⇒ Public sale: 30%

26
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Users (Buyers)-
Create video 

reviews

③ Registering video reviews and issuing NFTs

ShortFormPlatform

Merchant

Step 1: Build a token ecosystem

② Purchase rewards(SFT)

① Sign up(Wallet)

④ Register a video review(NFT) Rewards(SFT)

⑤ Purchasing via shortform

⑥ Merchant Rewards(SFT)

※ Ranking Rewards: Reward for driving purchases / Reward for most views, etc.

SFT

NFT

※ SFT : Shortform Token, NFT : Non-Fungible Token

Currently used by Boguma Services
(same method as points)



0
5
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Phase 2: Expand token availability and build a short-form NFT marketplace

SFT

Global USDT Market

Swap(SFT/DAON)

Won Market

⑦ DAON/SFT Defi

⑧ DAON/SFT Defi 

⑨ 원화상장

Phase 2 Expansion of the ShortForm
Platform

(ShortForm NFT Marketplace)

"Enhancing cash-out support" and "Maximizing 
the use of digital assets (NFTs)"

1차 : Voguma NFT
2차 : All NFTsNFT

현재 보구마서비스에서 사용
(포인트와 동일 방법)

※ SFT : Shortform Token, NFT : Non-Fungible Token



Market Size & business plan  
Market size and go-to-market plans
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The primary target market is 1,000 content-producing members who post at least 
10 video reviews per month, and we want to capture the e-commerce market with 

an annual transaction volume of around 100 to 150 billion won.

0
3

Domestic e-commerce markets｜210 trillion won per year
(A growing market with a CAGR of around 20% through 2023)

120 billion won

Primary target market for Voguma

1,000 enthusiastic reviewers (average of 10 reviews per mo
nth)

Sales per review around 1 million won

1,000 (person) x 10 (person) x 12 (months) x 
1,000,000 won = 120 billion won

SOM

“ ”

04 Primary target market (Serviceable Obtainable Market)
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Ultimately, as a commerce platform with the most things to see, we want to grow into 
a comprehensive open market platform that has the most video reviews in Korea and brokers 

2-3 trillion won per year.

0
3

SOM

Market 2
: 0.9 trillion won

Market 3
: 2.4 trillion won

Voguma primary target market
1,000 enthusiastic reviewers (average of 
10 reviews per month)
annual transaction amount of 120 billion 
won

Voguma secondary target market

5,000 avid reviewers (averaging 15 reviews 
per month)

900 billion won in annual transactions

Voguma 3rd Target Market

10,000 avid reviewers (averaging 20 reviews 
per month)

KRW 2.4 trillion in annual transactions

31
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04 All markets (Total Addressable Market)

Domestic e-commerce markets｜ 210 trillion won per year
(A growing market with a CAGR of around 20% through 2023)



In the early days, reviews are particularly influential in purchasing decisions in some categories, such as beauty, fashion, 
and household goods

We want to acquire early adopter-centered early users while securing high-quality review videos to see and creating traffic.
(Making and reselling of consignment products)

0
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Men's fashion

women's fashion

Fashion Accessories

Beauty

Focusing on categories where reviews are the primary influencers of purchase decisions, we want to create video reviews of various content and styles You want 
to enter the market with initial customer acquisition through acquisition/exposure and discovering/learning the optimal customeracquisition/activation process.

Customer segments①

Customer segments②

Customer segments③

Customer segments④

Video  reviews

32
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04 Initial market entry strategy

Video  reviews

Validation & Learning
An iterative

processOptimal
market entryProcess

discovery

Video  reviews Video  reviews

Video  reviewsVideo  reviews

Video  reviews Video  reviews

Video  reviewsVideo  reviews

Video  reviews Video  reviews

Video  reviewsVideo  reviews

Video  reviews Video  reviews



After verifying/securing a certain size of customers, review content, and transactions in a small number of categories, we 
want to gradually expand our transactions with users by focusing on category expansion and proven Paid Marketing 

methods.

0
3

CategoryA1

① Expansion of products and contents through expansion of adjacent categories ② Maximize customer acquisition efficiency through customer 
acquisition channel selection and concentration

Channel A Channel B Channel C Channel D Channel F Channel G

33

Maximize advertising efficiency by focusing on channels 
with the most Paid Marketing performance

“ ”

04 Adjacent market expansion strategy

Category

Category

Category

Category

Category

Category

Category

Category

Category

Category

Category

Category

Category

Category



In order to supply and demand high-quality video review content in the initial specific category, we actively 
discover/apply producers who actively produce review content, while improving our capabilities so that we can 

easily share existing video reviews.

Encourage product buyers to create video review content by guiding c
ompensation policies for video review production and improving UI 
related to the first video review production

0
4

Get your own video review content (maximize efficiency)

Securing review video content for the same product as the store pr
oduct, recruiting professional content producers (micro influencer) a
nd encouraging content production, and creating reviews of private
productsusingtheirown contentproductionteams

Existing
Video review

micro 
influencer

self-production

Check the video review by searching for the pro

duct name of the store 

After contacting the video producer

Register video on Vogumaplatform

Securing micro influencer for around 50 peo
ple

Payment of 300,000 won to 500,000 won 
based on 10 video reviews per month (studi
o support)

Produce your own video only for products t
hat you buy and sell directly(More than 200 
per month)

1,000 per 
month
ideal goal

Increasing content 
traffic (such as SMS 

sharing)

Share reviews 
More fun and 
revenue

Register for video 
review

Content Feedback
Increase (like, com
ment, etc.)

34

1,000 people Get 
review content 

enthusiasts* (1st 
goal)

* Users who post more than 5 video reviews every month

“ ”

Expanding the supply and demand of video review content

Focus on encouraging actual buyers to create and register
video review content

04
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In order to bring more customers' video review content to the site, we are exposing registered content on 
Vogumato YouTube, Reels, and TikTok, and we want to encourage customers to share video reviews on 

their social media accounts, such as Instagram and Twitter.

Help increase user's video review traffic Users' video reviews are shared according to each 
SNS channel standard

On Voguma's own channel, video review content is constantly 
exposed on YouTube, Reels, and TikTok

영상 리뷰
(Original)

Voguma is a kind of video review content CDP (Content Delivery
Platform) First, after registering video review contents, we plan to
support users to share them according to the standard on their SNS
channels such as Instagram, TikTok, Facebook, and Twitter

minutes or less, 
Insert a repertory 
link into the story, 
etc

Less than a mi
nute, simplified 
referral links, et
c

140 characters or l
ess, Insert a reper
tory link, etc

35
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Expanding video review content traffic04



To sum up our organic growth strategy, we build a kind of growth flywheel as an organic growth engine that attracts 
new customers and produces video reviews based on video review content to watch.

0
4

Membershi
p inflow and
Content cre
ation

Video review 
content supply 
and demand

purchase 
conversion

Video review
Content

Increased tra
ffic

The video review that the user 
posts
Concentrate on expanding inte
rnal and external traffic

Through video reviews, we recognized 
the product
(Potential) Customer's focus on purcha
sing transitions

Focus on (non-members) buyer's tra
nsition to membership and 
video review production

Focus on maint
aining participation 
in video review pr
oduction

User-friendly UI/UX

Strengthen Video Review         
Rewards

Strengthen Video Review 
Marketing Activities

36
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The Flywheel of Organic Growth in Voguma04
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First of all, the first milestone will be to achieve the target transaction amount of KRW 3.6 billion in 2024 based on securin
g an average of more than 1,000 video reviews per month,
In order to achieve 410 billion won in transactions by 2027, we will focus on the number of members, video reviews, and 
traffic spread.

37

2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Number of members 2,274 132,521 6,222,410 20,825,753 45,063,290

Number of new video 
reviews

10 12,254 250,028 665,984 1,395,638 

Number of transactions 143 122,538 2,500,280 6,659,843 13,956,383

Transaction amount 
(billion won)

0.03 36.7 750 1,997.9 4,186.9

Sales (billion won) 0.004 4.4 90 239.7 502.4

Operating profit (billion 
won)

(0.4) (6.6) 23.6 95.5 221.9

“ ”

04



Teams and Partners
Define team and core competencies
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Both our CEO and COO have been in the online/mobile marketing market for a long time and have the ability and 
experience to grow their commerce business faster than anyone else based on a high understanding of the onlin
e commerce and performance marketing industry as a whole.

7 years of related experience

Interesting Research Institute Foundation and CEO 
(General operation of AD Fun Lab and flux image b
usiness units) 

HeeilCo., Ltd. Start-up and CEO (2005 ~ present)

Have various experiences and track record related t
o content planning and production

Daum Video Sponsor Product Planning

Planning and Operation of Tom & Toms Advertising 
Contest

Environment Minister Award, National Assembly M
ember's Yoo Seung Min Commendation Award, etc

Choi Seung Hyun
CEO Organizational organization, scale-up, and experience in 

the e-commerce industry

Previous start-up companies achieve annual sales of KR
W 35 billion

Experience in managing 130 employees of previous star
t-up companies

Have previous experience in Exit for start-up companies

14 years of related experience

Interesting Research Institute COO (General operation of Bogum
a Business Division)

Head of the Daegu Gyeongbuk LP Center in eBay Korea (2016)

Start-up and CEO of H Communications Co., Ltd. (2008-2017)

39

“ ”

Introduction to key management

a major career

Key references

a major career

Key references

05

Park Jae Hyun
COO



We already operate performance marketing agencies and video content production businesses, and we already 
have the organizational capabilities needed to develop and operate open market platforms.

0
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“ ”

Member

Choi Se-woong

the general manager of development

Kim Nam-jeong

service planning

Lee Jae-seok
Publisher

Lee Aju

MD General Manager

Lee Sun-hoo
Online advertiser

Kang yucheon
Development

Song In-cheol
MD

05

* a cryptocurrency exchange
* Point Promotional System
* Blockchain-based viewpoint verification service
* Distributed identity information management 
platform
* Consultation Management System
* Image Transfer Solution

*Planning a search advertisement for tree 
communication
*Café 24 Business Planning
*Online search company level 1

*Very Food CEO
*Heeil Communication Strategy Planning
*Hantee Rest Area Customer Operation Team 
Manager
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핵심파트너

We are with ANDUS Co., Ltd., which runs ANDUS Chain, which was created by Park Sung-joon, director of the 
Blockchain Research Center at Dongguk University, Korea's top blockchain and cryptocurrency expert.“ ”
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Roadmap
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06 Phase 1 and Phase 2 Service Expansion Plan

SWAP

DAON/SFT enhances monetization support

Service Extensions 2 

Voguma NFT Marketplace Opens
Listed Global Tether Market

Service Extensions 2

Short Form NFTs Marketplace Opens

43

Service open

Stage 1 Token Ecosystem

April / 2024

July / 2024

December / 2024

June / 2025
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This white paper is designed to provide information on the new business model, status, and team of the blockchain-based rewards integrated management 
platform that Voguma Service intends to promote. You unconditionally and irreversibly state and guarantee to Voguma Service that you agree to the 
following information in accessing this document and the information set forth in this document.
1. No access to documents in regulated countries

It may not be legal for individuals in a particular jurisdiction or individuals in a particular scope to view the document. Individuals viewing this White Paper 
must first verify that they fall under the laws or regulations prohibiting or restricting them from viewing this document. In particular, it shall not be provided 
in countries where participation in the sale of coins or tokens referred to in this document is prohibited unless permitted by the relevant laws and regulations, 
and shall not transmit documents directly or indirectly. Voguma Services In areas where there are laws or regulations prohibiting access to this document and 
areas where parts of the document may be illegal, we are not responsible for individuals accessing this White Paper. The risks resulting from this shall be 
taken by themselves

2. purpose of information
Voguma Services' employees, executives or advisors make no kind of warranties of any kind and deny all explicit and implied terms and conditions. Voguma
Services makes no obligation or responsibility to you or any third party for any errors or omissions in such information and for any consequences resulting 
from such errors or omissions.
The information contained in the White Paper in relation to Voguma Services may include references considered 'forward-looking statements', but these are 
not statements based on historical facts.
Some of these forward-looking statements may use forward-looking words such as 'for-purpose', 'to-go', 'anticipate', 'believe', 'can', 'estimate', 'anticipate', 'if', 
'intends', 'may', 'plan', 'may', 'may', 'may', 'may', 'may', 'may', 'may', 'should', 'may', 'will', or similar terms.
There may be more of these terms. Forward-looking statements contain risks and uncertainties related to future events or situations. Therefore, information 
on comments and forward-looking statements, including expected roadmaps, developments, expected conditions, estimates and forecasts of this 
documentation on performance, is selective and subject to update, extension, revision, independent verification and correction.

Voguma Services makes no statements, warranties or promises regarding the integrity, accuracy, or integrity of the information set forth in this White Paper.

It also expressly disclaims responsibility for any obligation or commitment to update or modify forward-looking statements other than to the extent required 
by the law of Voguma Services, and does not guarantee, state or warrant that any situation referred to in Voguma Services or its officials' forward-looking 
statements actually occurs.
The Voguma service will strive to achieve all the targets specified in this white paper, but it may be possible to change the target due to unexpected variables 
or circumstances, and may not be able to achieve the target without notification.
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3. No suggestions
This White Paper is intended for informational purposes only and does not propose or form any purchase, sale, subscription, or acquisition of any form of 
investment, securities, or other financial instrument. It also does not propose that any part of this document make any contract or investment decision in any 
way, and may not be used or relied upon as a basis for such decision.

4. No notification
Nothing in this White Paper is applicable to law, finance, taxes or other notifications. You must conduct your own due diligence and comply with all local laws 
regarding digital assets, taxes, securities and other regulations in your jurisdiction. Please consult with the relevant experts individually.

5. regulatory risk
In many jurisdictions, the regulatory status of digital tokens, including digital currency, digital assets, and blockchain applications, is unclear or unstable. The 
issuance and distribution of this document does not mean that the relevant laws, regulations, and rules have been observed. No regulatory body has 
reviewed or approved this document. If the relevant government agency changes existing laws, regulations, or rules, if the financial institution makes certain 
commercial decisions, all of the relevant matters referred to in this paper may have a significant adverse effect on or impair such ability to function as 
intended. In addition, this white paper shall not be used as a basis for any contract or investment decision.

6. Other Disclaimer Public Notice

This document contains information about the Voguma service, but does not represent the full contents of the Voguma service. The contents of this white 
paper are subject to change in accordance with the management's judgment as well as changes in relevant laws and regulations, business conditions, and 
industry prospects. In addition, changes in political, social, economic, stock, and digital asset market conditions may occur, and the relevant blockchain 
systems and tokens may no longer be commercially available due to the little or no acceptance of and adoption of relevant blockchain systems and tokens. If 
a reference has been made to a third party's website or source of information, the Company may not have required further verification of the accuracy, 
completeness, and timeliness of the information referenced in that source, and it makes no guarantee in this regard



COO Park Jae-hyun

010-4524-9715

Email ｜ funlab79@daum.net

Thank you.

mailto:funlab79@daum.net

